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Introduction: Development of theoretical
methods of localization in space-time of undiscovered
comets, radiants of meteor streams and forecasting of
appearances near the Earth uncatalogued minor bodies
are of a special interest [1]. A  model of forecasting
appearances of as undiscovered yet minor celestial
bodies, moving along hyperbolic orbits   as well
hazardous for the Earth’ civilization but  unobservable
comets, based on the hypothesis of interaction of these
bodies and major planets of the Solar system is
presented below.

A Non-Traditional Analytical Model of
Migration of Comets: Let us consider a model of
interaction of a comet with a preliminary parabolic
heliocentric orbit, and a planet of mass Mpl [2, 3].
The comet at the perihelion of the heliocentric orbit
closes with the planet, which moves   along circle
orbit radius of which equals rpl with   velocity Vpl. An
initial angle between the orbital planes of the comet
and the planet is equal to i0 .  The process of
interaction of the comet and the planet will be
considered like momentary turn of velocity vector Vc
of the comet, experienced the closest approach of the
planet.  An angle of turn  of the comet velocity vector
(in the sphere of action of the planet) is maximum, if
the comet approaches with the planet at the minimal
distance without destroying. For this distance we take
the   radius of the planet Rpl. (Roche limit is not taken
into account). A target parameter of the comet is
should be in excess of crit  (for the crit rmin=Rpl),
otherwise the comet will collide with the planet and
recover from further existence in the given model of
motion. The comet with velocity of V enters into the
sphere of influence of the Sun, who’s mass is MSun.
Setting for the heliocentric motion rpl r (for the
moment of time of “collision’ of comet and planet) we
determine by analytically tractable an angle of turn  
of a velocity vector of the comet in the sphere of
influence of the  planet, a semimajor axis a, an
eccentricity e, true anomaly v of  the comet  for the
new heliocentric orbit  (after scattering the comet by
gravitational field of the planet and egress of this
object  from the sphere of the planet influence) and an
angle  between   the heliocentric radius–vector of
comet r and the vector of the heliocentric velocity V.
The new perihelion distance of the comet denote by rP.
The parameters of the final orbit of the comet are
concerned with some parameters of the original

(parabolic in accordance with the model) orbit of the
comet as well as the parameters of the planet by the
following formulae [2, 3]:
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 A Method of Determination of Ephemeredes of
One Type of Undiscovered Potentially Hazardous
Bodies: In this section a method of forecasting the
epochs and determination of geocentrical ecliptical
coordinates ( , ) of the closest approach with the
Earth of unobserved before now celestial bodies is
based on the detailed space model of migration of
comets from the periphery of the Solar system into the
internal parts of the Solar system.  At the given model
parabolic orbits transform into elliptic, parabolic or
hyperbolic orbits. Using numerical values of the
known parameters of the giant planets and equations
(1) – (5), for various numerical values of i0, it is easy
to find parameters of the final cometary’s orbit: i, ’,
a, e, v and then it is possibly to determine the instant
of time and the true anomaly of the comet, when it
crosses (or only approaches) the orbit of the Earth.
For the given model if the distance between  the
comet and the Earth will be equal  0, then  the angle

) between directions “the Sun – the comet (or the
Earth)” and “the Sun – the planet”  as well as the
angle ( )  between the directions  “the Earth (or the
comet) – the planet”  and “the Earth (or the comet) –
the Sun” will also correspond with the epochs of  the
closest approach the Earth and unobserved before now
small bodies (meteor’s particles, comets). These facts
are proposed to use for searching for unknown
comets, meteor’s streams and meteoroids. For an
example consider two parabolic comets. One of them
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at the perihelion of the heliocentric orbit passes near
Jupiter and the other also at the perihelion passes near
Saturn. In the considered model minimal values of the
new perihelion distances of   comets after interaction
with Uranus and Neptune are equal to 1.6991 AU and
2.1809 AU correspondingly. If the initial (and final)
inclination of the orbital planes of the comets i0=0º,
then (in the given model) the minimal perihelion
distances of these comets after theirs interaction with
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune equal: 1.1967
AU, 2.3137 AU, 4.9928 AU and 6.9992 AU
correspondingly. In this case there are no any
collisions of these comets and the Earth (there are no
any hazardous comets). We may compare
observations and our calculations: theoretical values
of the angles A (“Jupiter—the Earth— the Sun”) and
B (“the perihelion of a comet—the Sun—Jupiter”) in
terms of a pairwise two-dimensional two-body
problem are equal to A= 83º07', B=85º53' and the
number of the discovered comets remarkably increases
for the intervals of A and B from 80º to 100º [3]. In
the considered model of migration of comets at an
initial inclination of a plane of a comet’s orbit to a
plane of an orbit of a planet at 180º and theirs close
rapprochements (at the perihelion of the heliocentric
orbit) epochs of occurrences of dangerous comets
(near to the Earth) correspond to the certain positions
of the Saturn and the Jupiter. For the Jupiter corners
with vertexes at the Earth, formed by straight lines «
the Earth - the Jupiter » and « the Earth - the Sun »,
are equal to 41, 6708º and 0, 8549º. For Saturn cor-
ners with vertexes at the Earth, formed by straight
lines « the Earth – the Saturn » and « the Earth - the
Sun », are equal to 17, 0782º and 166,758º. (Kepler’s
movement of planets and comets is considered [4]).
Values of these angles are used for calculation of
epochs of occurrences of the comets dangerous to the
terrestrial civilization. It follows from the results that
epochs of occurrences of hazardous comets repeat in
intervals: 52 days, 51 day and 293 days - for  Jupiter;
153 days, 27 days, 159 days, 38 days - for Saturn. In
the given model the periods of occurrences of comets
are connected with synodic periods of revolving of the
planets around the Sun.   Parabolic comets after close
rapprochements in perihelion of their orbits with the
Jupiter, approach to the Sun at distances less than 1
AU at initial inclinations of planes of orbits from 146,
4194º up to 180º. Parabolic comets after close
rapprochements in perihelion of their orbits with
Saturn, approach to the Sun at distances less than 1
AU at initial inclinations of planes of orbits from 133,
3375º up to 180º [3].

For the given values of i0 it is easy to determine
the geocentrical ecliptical coordinates ( ,  ) of

meteor’s streams radiants (comets). At i0=180º after
using formulae (1) - (5) for the known parameters of
Jupiter and the corresponding comets (a=-1.316 AU;
e=1.500998) and Saturn and corresponding comets
(a=-3.440 AU; e=1.001082) we have   with help of [4,
5] table 1.
Table 1.  Epochs (for 2007 year) and geocentrical
ecliptical longitudes ( ), (latitudes =0) of
hypothetical meteor’s streams radiants (epochs of
occurrences of the hypothetical hazardous comets).
These bodies have experienced close rapprochements
with Jupiter and Saturn in perihelion of the initially
parabolic orbits. i=180º.

Conclusion: As it has been presented above,
mankind has realized real danger on the part of
migrating bodies of the Solar system for our planet.
Necessity to foreknow and avoid collision with a large
asteroid or a nucleus of a comet has led to the creation
of a set of numerical and analytical mathematical
models describing the motion of these bodies [1, 6].
The mathematical model submitted in the given work,
is applicable not only to comets and asteroids, but also
to more frequently appearing bodies, such, as, for
example, meteoroids. Thus, the given celestial-
mechanical model, based on the hypothesis of
interaction of minors bodies, initial orbits of which are
parabolic, and the giant planets of the Solar system
may be applied practically.
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Jupiter  Saturn 
m/d/year degrees m/d/year deg

01,12,07 225.59
177.20 01,29,07 272.67

164.55

11,01,07 153.02
104.02 08,02,07 93.96

344.93

12,24,07 206.10
157.71
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